Using binding profiles to predict binding sites of target RNAs.
Prediction of RNA-RNA interaction is a key to elucidating possible functions of small non-coding RNAs, and a number of computational methods have been proposed to analyze interacting RNA secondary structures. In this article, we focus on predicting binding sites of target RNAs that are expected to interact with regulatory antisense RNAs in a general form of interaction. For this purpose, we propose bistaRNA, a novel method for predicting multiple binding sites of target RNAs. bistaRNA employs binding profiles that represent scores for hybridized structures, leading to reducing the computational cost for interaction prediction. bistaRNA considers an ensemble of equilibrium interacting structures and seeks to maximize expected accuracy using dynamic programming. Experimental results on real interaction data validate good accuracy and fast computation time of bistaRNA as compared with several competitive methods. Moreover, we aim to find new targets given specific antisense RNAs, which provides interesting insights into antisense RNA regulation. bistaRNA is implemented in C++. The program and Supplementary Material are available at http://rna.naist.jp/program/bistarna/.